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Abstract-The maximum likelihood estimator of a parameter vector is obtained for some multidi- 
mensional stationary Gaussian autoregressive (AR) processes. It is shown that a standardized version 
of the estimator has normal distribution. These results generalize those of Arat6, Kolmogorov and 
Sinay [l] on maximum likelihood estimator of a parameter of a one-dimensional complex valued AR 
process (see also Arat [2-41). 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let {X(t), t > 0) denote a (continuous time) k-dimensional stationary process given by the 
stochastic differential equation 
dX(t) = AX(t) dt + dW(t), (1) 
where {W(t), t > 0) is a k-dimensional standard Wiener process. Suppose that !Rl < 0 for 
each eigenvalue p of A (here !R stands for the real part). Then {X(t), t > 0) is a Gaussian 
process with mean lEX(t) = 0 and covariance lE(X(s+t)X*(s)) = R(t) = etAR(0), where R(0) = 
lEX((s)X*(s)) denotes the variance matrix of X(s). (Here and in what follows * stands for the 
transpose of a matrix.) It is known that R(0) is the unique solution of the equation 
AR(O) + R(O)A* = -I, 
where 1 denotes the k x k unit matrix (see [5]). 
(‘4 
Let T > 0 be fixed and IPx and PW denote the distributions of {X(t),0 < t 5 T} and 
{W(t), 0 5 t I T}, respectively. PX and PW are probability measures on the Bore1 sets of C$!‘, 
the continuous Jl@-valued functions on [O,T]. Suppose that R(0) is invertible. Denote by f the 
density function of X(0). Then the Radon-Nikodym derivative dPx/dPw is of the form 
z(X) = f(X(0)) exp ST(AX(t),dX(t)) - i lr(AX(t), AX(t)) dt (3) 
0 0 
(see [5]). Here, and in what follows, ( . , . ) denotes the inner product in I@. 
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We shall study processes {X(t)} where A has the following form 
A = -XI + N, (4 
where X > 0 and N is skew-symmetric. Moreover, each row and column of A contain a per- 
mutation of parameters wr = X, wz, . . . ,wk equipped with + or - signs so that A is orthogonal, 
i.e., AA* = (X2 + Cf=, wf)I. For the sake of brevity a matrix with properties mentioned will be 
called an s.o.p. matrix. 
Our aim is to give the maximum likelihood estimator of wz, . . ,wk and to prove its normal- 
ity. The properties of the maximum likelihood estimator of a parameter of a complex valued 
AR process was established in [l], see also [2,3]. Our method is the so-called Radon-Nikodym 
transformation introduced by Novikov [6]. Our results generalize those of Pap 141. We remark 
that in [4] coefficient matrices not possessing property s.o.p. are also studied. 
We need statistics s%(T) and r!)(T), i = 2,. . . , k, where 
s%(T) = gx~(t)dt’ 
i=l 0 
while r:)(T) denotes the coefficient of wi in expression 
-&w&T) = /T(NX(t),dX(t)). 
i=2 0 
(5) 
(6) 
r$)(T) can easily be calculated for an individual matrix N: 
Suppose that {X(t)} is defined by (1) with matrix A having property s.o.p. Then we have 
THEOREM 1. The maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter wi is 
r:)(T) 2$)(T) = - 
$i (T) 
foreachi=2,...,k. 
THEOREM 2. 
dz (3$)(T) - wi) 7 i=2,...,k, 
are independent standard normal random variables. 
The proofs are given in Section 2. Matrices of parameters are studied in Section 3. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let M be a symmetric matrix. Then by Ito’s formula (c.f., e.g., [4] 
or [71). 
s 
T 
(MX(t),dX(t)) = 22’ ( (MX(T), X(T)) - (MX(O),X(O)) - TtrM ) , (7) 
0 
where tr stands for the trace. Using notation A = N + M, where N and M are the symmetric 
resp. skew-symmetric parts of A formulae (3) and (7) imply that 
*(X) = f(X(6)) exp 
dPw 
NX(t), dX(t)) + ; ((MX(T), X(T)) - (MX(O), X(6))) 
- ;TtrM - f 
s 
T 
(AX(t), AX(t)) dt 
0 
(8) 
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As A is of the form A = M + N = -XI + N, where N is a skew-symmetric matrix, then the 
solution of (2) is 
R(0) = (2x)-11. (9) 
By (8) and (9) we have 
. (10) 
As A*A is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements X2 + w$ + . . . + ~2 (10) implies 
(11) implies that the maximum likelihood estimator of wi is G!‘(T) = r$)(T)/s$(T). 
To prove Theorem 2 we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let (R, A, IF’) be a probability space and (X, J3) a measurable space. Let [, q : R -+ X 
be random elements with distributions PC and P,, resp. Let g, h : X -+ IF.! be measurable 
functions and assume that g is bounded. Suppose that PC << P, and iF’hcV) < Pi. Then 
lPh(c)-almost everywhere. 
The proof can be found in [4] 
LEMMA 2. The distribution of s%(T) depends on the parameter X but it does not depend on the 
parameters Wp, . . . , Wk. 
PROOF. Consider a process {R(t)} satisfying the same equation as {X(t)} but with parame- 
ters A,wz,. . . ,~k. Then the moment generating function of s;(T) is 
$(a) = lE (exp {-u.&(T)}) = E 
( 
exp {-as;(T)} z(2)) . 
X 
By (11) we have 
4(a) = E ( exp {-as;(T)} (;) k’2 exp { -+ @f(T) +&Y;(o)) i=l i=l 
+ Tk(X - A) 
2 
-;(P+:(T)}). 
If we choose i such that (X2 - fi2)/2 = -a is satisfied, then 
4(a) = (;)k’2E (exp{ -+ ($2:(T) +$2?(O)) + “(,-‘)}). (12) 
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The 2k-dimensional random vector X = (X(0),X(T))* h as normal distribution with mean zero 
and covariance 
Here A(O) = (2i)-‘I while A(T) = exp(Ta)k(O) 
remark that A is a root of the polynomial 
m ) k(O) . 
= (2i)-lexp(Ta). To obtain exp(Ta), we 
Therefore, 
exp(Ta) = exp(Ti) sin ( 
This implies that the characteristic roots of fi are (2i)-1[1+exp(-Ti)] and (2i)-1[1-exp(-Ti)] 
both of them with multiplicity k. Consider the diagonalization of fi. VkV* = D, where D is a 
diagonal matrix and V is an orthogonal matrix. The diagonal elements of D are the characteristic 
A 
roots of R, therefore, D does not depend on ws, . . , wk. As V is orthogonal, we have c,“=, X:(T) 
+C:=rXp(O) = ]IXl12 = llYl12, where Y = V2. But the distribution of Y is normal with mean 0 
and covariance D which does not depend upon ~4, . . , wk. By (12) the distribution of s:(T) 
does not depend on the parameters ws, . . . , wk. 
LEMMA 3. Let E be an l-dimensional random vector and 7~ a scalar random variable. Suppose 
that the conditional distribution of [ given r~ = y is normal with mean zero and covariance ~‘1. 
Then the distribution of q-l< is l-dimensional standard normal. 
PROOF. Let f(x 1 y) be the density function of the normal distribution with mean zero and 
covariance y21 and let fi7(y) be the density function of 77. Then the density of < = q-‘J is the 
following 
f<(z) = Srn f(zy I Y)Y’&(Y) dy = (2n)-1/2 exp 
--M i 1 
-f f: 4 I 
a=1 
where z = (21,. . , .q)*. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Consider a process {X(t)} satisfying the same equation as {X(t)} but 
with parameters A, 22, . . . , f&. (11) implies that 
g(X) = exp 
i 
&(wi - Lji) T$)(T) - i e(w: - ~23) s%(T) . 
X i=2 i=2 
Let us calculate the conditional moment generating function of the centralized 
$(T), . . . , r$) (T)) . We have 
(14) 
version of 
E (exp { - &ci (r;‘(T) -wis$(T))} 1 s%(T) = c2) 
=E(exp{-&ct ( r;)(T) - wis$_(T))} 
%t2(wi - G,)r$‘(T) - $ %g2(Wz - G,“) s%(T)} 1 s%(T) = a2 
> 
i i$2 czs$(T)} 1 s%(T) = 02) z (a2) 
=exp{+2$2cf}, 
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where in the first step we used Lemma 1, in the second step we chose wi - Gi = ci, while in the 
third step we applied Lemma 2. It follows that the conditional distribution is normal with mean 
zero and covariance (~~1. Therefore, Lemma 3 implies the result. 
3. MATRICES OF PARAMETERS 
One can show that the only possible orders of s.o.p. matrices are k = 2,4,8. Moreover, all 
s.o.p. matrices can be obtained from the following basic matrices by permutation of rows and 
columns, multiplying rows and columns by -1, and interchanging indices of ws, . . . , wk. 
If k = 2, then A = Az is the following: 
A2=(;; r$)- 
In this case, 
r!)(T) = J T [Xz(t)dXl(t) - xl(t) dX2(91. 0
If k = 4, then A = Ad is the following: 
( 
-x w2 w3 w4 
A‘, = 
-w2 -x w4 -w3 
-w3 -w4 -A wp ' 
-w4 w3 -w2 -A i 
If k = 4, then the statistics r$‘(T),r$‘(T), r!‘(T) are 
r;)(T) = J T [X,(t)dXl(t) - Xl(GdX2(Q + x4(t)dX3(t) - X3(t)dX4(t)l, 0
TX (3)(~) = J’[xs(t)dxl(t) -x,(t) dx3(t) +x,(t)dx4(t) - x4wdxz(t)1, 
0 
d/$(T)= J T [X,(t)dXl(q - xl(t>dX4(t) + X,(t)dXz(t) - X2(t)dX3(t)l. 0
If k = 8, then A = As is the following: 
A8 = 
In this case, 
-A 
-w2 
-a3 
-w4 
-w5 
-w6 
-W7 
-W3 
w3 
-w4 -"1; 
w3 -w2 
-w6 -w7 
W5 -W 
wa w5 
-w wei 
w4 w5 
-w3 w6 
:; 
W7 
--US 
:; 
W? -w2 
-w6 -w3 
w5 -w4 
w6 
-w5 
W8 
-w? 
:; 
w4 
-w3 
w7 
-WCS 
-W5 
w6 
w3 
-w4 
-A 
w2 
a 
w7 
-w6 
-w5 
w4 
w3 
-w2 
-A 
g'(T) = lT[X2(t)dXl(t) - X,(t)dXz(t) + X4(t)dXs(t) - x3(t)dX4(t) 
+X6(t)dX5(t) - X5(t)dX6(t) - &(t)dX7(t) + X7(t)dX6(t) 1 . 
One can obtain similar expressions for T!)(T), . . . , T$)(T). 
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